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Abstract. Previous models of the plasma sheet following reconnectionand current sheet accelerationpredict

In this paper, we addressthe structure of the plasma
sheet distributions. We illustrate the shortcomingsof

'lima-bean'

previous current sheet acceleration models for the dis-

ion distributions.

These

are inconsistent

with observationalconstraints. We postulate that following initial interaction with the current sheet, a frac-

tant plasma sheet. We postulate a region adjacent to
the current sheet, where wave-particle interactions or
tion of outflow ions are backscattered and re-encounter
turbulence result in significant backscatterof the outthe current sheet. Fermi acceleration processesthen flow beam. We showthe resultinghigh-energyionsplay
generatean additional high-energyoutflow population. a vital role in overall pressurebalance. We also recover
In the backscatter region these ions form a complete a multi-layered plasma sheet consistent with Hoshino
shell in velocity space, providing sufficient pressureto et al. [2000],and a natural explanationfor the originof
support weak fields. Further from the current sheet, the high-energyparticles in the deep tail PSBL.
where backscatter is less efficient, a hemispherical shell
of ions moves away from the current sheet, and field Previous
Models
strengthsare nearerthe externallobe value. The fastest
The general stressbalance equationsfor a 1-d current
ions stream ahead of the bulk population to form the
sheet
are [e.g.,Owenand Cowley,1987]
plasma sheet boundary layer. This model predicts a
multi-layered plasma sheet structure, consistentwith
B2
B2
recent GEOTAIL

observations.

P.+•-K;

M,,-P.= •Uo

(1,2)

M, and P z are the plasma stresstensor components

Introduction

parallel and perpendicular to the field, B is the field
In the distant tail, a 1-d approximation can be usedto strength outside the current sheet and K is a constant.
study current sheetaccelerationfollowingreconnection. Both parallel pressure and momentum associatedwith
Here, field forces are balanced by pressure anisotropy bulk field-alignedflow are includedin M,. For a cold

[Rich et al., 1972]. Early studies[seeCowley,1984] incominglobe plasma population undergoingaccelerashowthe field-alignedoutflow beam has speedof order tion and heating at the current sheet, these become
the external lobe Alfv6n speed. This plasma occupies
the central portion of the reconnectedfield wedgedown=
(3)
stream from the neutral line, and does not extend to
2/•o
the magneticseparatrix[Hill, 1975]. However,higher
energyparticlesmay stream aheadof the beam to form

M,•.o•.
- M,•+M,•.
s= 2•Uo

a separatrix layer, the deep-tail plasma sheet bound-

(4)

ary layer (PSBL), beyondthe beamedge[e.g. Cowley, Here BL and Bps are the lobe and plasma sheet field
1984]. Observations
compatiblewith thesemodelshave strengths,M,L is the parallelmomentumflux of the
beenreported[e.g.Cowleyet al., 1984].However,close lobe inflowand P•-Ps and M,• s are the perpendicucorrelationsbetween observedplasma sheet flow speeds lar pressureand parallel momentum flux of the plasma
and the expectations
of the modelsare not found[Mist sheet outflow. Although these can be used to predict
and Owen,1999].Moreover,[Hoshinoet al., 2000]ob- the macroscopicplasma properties in terms of B• and
serve a multi-layered plasma sheet structure and de- B•s, they do not addressparticle level processes.
Cowleyand $hull [1983](hereafterC-S) proposeda
scribe the plasma sheet as a nested set of MHD slow
mode shocks and contact discontinuities, which create simplemodel of ion distributionsfollowingcurrent sheet
an inner and outer plasma sheet. Their observations acceleration. The principles of this model are illustrated
show that particle distributions can exhibit significant in Figure 1, panels (a) and (b). These indicate the
positions of the inflow and outflow populations in the
structure throughout the plasma sheet.
Copyright2001 by theAmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Papernumber2001GL013032.
0094-8276/01/2001GL013032505.00

field line rest frame (FLRF). Eachpanelshowsvelocity
space,with the unprimedaxes(V,, Vz) representing
the
Earth rest frame (ERF) and the primed axes(V•', Vz')
the FLRF. The two frames are separatedby Vv, the reconnectedfield line contraction speedin the ERF. The
2771

ERF

a)

Vz

Figure 1. Velocity spacediagramsillustrating the constructionof deep tail plasma sheet distributions. Cold
plasmainflowfrom the lobes(a) is first turned aroundand scatteredto form a Cowley-Shulltype distribution
(b). Backscatterin the inner plasmasheetcreatesa higherenergypopulationheadingbackto the currentsheet
(shadedin (c)). After further interactionwith the currentsheet,a full sphericalshellof energeticionsis created
(d). In the outer plasmasheet,wherescatteringis unimportant,only outflowingenergeticionsare observedwith
the Cowley-Shulland inflowpopulations(e). At the outerextremesof the reconnected
field lines,only the fastest
outflowions are observed(f). Distributions(a), (f), (e) and (d) representthe plasmapopulationsin the lobe,
plasmasheetboundary layer, outer and inner plasma sheetregionsrespectively.

V.., V..' direction correspondsto motions parallel to the
current sheet and the Vz, Vz' directions motion normal
to this surface. The B-field just northward of the current sheetis indicated by the heavy arrowedlines. During reconnection,cold plasma E x B drifts from the

partial scattering,with fewer ions at higher pitch an-

gles,suchthat as< •r/2 and Bvs>>x/'(3/7)B•. Slavin
et al. [1985]report B• = 9.2 nT on average,implying
that Brs >> 6.0 nT. However, Slavin et al. also report

anaverage
Brs = 4.0nT. Moreover,
theB-fieldstrength

surroundinglobestoward a thin current sheet (panel is highly variable, often approachingzero closeto the
(a)). In the ERF, the bulk motion of this distribu- currentsheet. Typically, the C-S processprovidesinsuftion consistsof velocities Vr xuperpendicular to B, and ficientP• to satisfy(3) for a valueof V* determinedto
outflowbeam ions
VL antiparallel to B in this example. This distribution satisfycondition(4). Consequently,
has a parallel velocity V* in the FLRF. In this frame, must either be preferentiallyscatteredto perpendicuthe electricfield is transformedaway [de Hoffmanand lar pitch angles,or further modificationof the heating
Teller, 1950]and the ion kineticenergyis conserved. process
is required.In addition,this picturelacksa deThus after reflectionat the current sheet,ions are scat- scriptionof the origin of higher-energyparticleswhich
teredaroundthe dottedcircleof radiusV* (panel(b)). form the PSBL, nor does it accountfor spatial strucIn the ERF, this outflow emergesas a broadenedbeam ture within the plasma sheetitself. We now adapt this
and proof ions,with bulk field-alignedspeed-•2V* greaterthan model,in order to removethesediscrepancies
the lobe population. C-S treat a simplifiedcaseof a dis-

vide an improved link to the observations.

tribution spreadevenlyup to a limiting pitch angle,
and obtain plasma stresstensor components:

Proposed Velocity Space Structure
Figure 1 illustratesthe proposedoriginsof the different populationsin the plasma sheet distribution. Each
panel illustrates an aspectof the formation of the overall
distribution, not a time evolution, so not all represent
observabledistributions. At the current sheet, the incident lobe populationfirst undergoesthe C-S process,

and is turned around,acceleratedand heated(panelsa,
For a given V*, P•-vs is a maximumfor the limiting b). We proposethat in a regionadjacentto the current
caseas= •r/2, corresponding
to an outflowdistribution sheet,backscatteringof someof the acceleratedoutflow
ions occurs.This may be due to field directionfluctuathe region V, <0. This corresponds
to a minimum of tions in turbulent magneticstructuresor wave-partiCle
M,ToT, andsoM,To•/P.vs >_5/2.Using(3) and(4), interactions. We assumethe scatteringmay be repreit followsthat this mechanismcan balance the plasma sentedby a random seriesof reflectingsurfacesmoving
sheetstresses
if B,s > x/(3/7)B•. In reality,we expect at speeds_< Vr in the ERF. Ions encounteringone of
spread uniformly around a hemisphereof radius V* in

thesesurfacesduring outflow from the current sheetare
re-reflected. They conservekinetic energy in the rest
frame of their scatteringsurface. Thus they gain energy
in the FLRF and appear with speeds• V*, movingback

towardthe currentsheet(Vii • 0). Assuming
they also
pitch angle scatter, they appear in the shaded region

in panel (c). Theseionsnow re-encounterthe current
sheet, where they again reflect and scatter about the
FLRF origin. Consequently,just outside the current
sheet, we expect a full shell of multiply reflected ions
with FLRF speeds• V* as well as the unmodifiedlobe

and singly-reflected
C-S populations(panel (d)). In effect, a high-energypopulation appears as a fraction of
the plasmasheetoutflowexperiencesFermi acceleration
betweenthe current sheetand scatteringsurfaces.
We assumethe backscatteringregionis of limited extent, or that the backscatter probability falls off with Figure 2. Plasma sheetspatial structure downstream
distance

from the current

sheet.

The flux of backscat-

tered ions returning to the current sheetis high closeto
the current sheet, and vanishesat its outer edge. Thus
the outer plasma sheet contains only the inflow, and
those parts of the distribution heading away from the

of a reconnection
neutralline (NL) basedon this model.
Adjacentto the currentsheet(CS), the inner plasma
sheet(A) containsbackscattered
ionsreturningto the

current sheet, supporting weak and turbulent fields.
The outer plasmasheet(B) is devoidof backscattered
ions and is associatedwith higher field strengths. The
currentsheet(antiparallelto B) in the FLRF (panel fastestoutflowions extendtoward the separatrix(S)
(e)). Velocityfilter effectsconfinethe C-S population creatingthe PSBL (C).

to the centralportionof the reconnected
fieldwedge,

defining the edge of the outer plasma sheet. Beyond Thus this model predictsbulk plasmasheetflow speeds
this, extending towards the separatrices,only the lobe -• 234km s-i, compared
to 360kms-1 in coldplasma
inflow and thosemultiply-reflectedions with the fastest models. This may provide an improved match to the
field-alignedoutflowspeedswill be found (panel (f)). observedflow speeds,which are overestimatedby cold
Hencethis processnaturally explainsthe origin of high- plasmamodels[Mist and Owen,1999].
energy particles in this layer, which correspondsto the
At the edgeof the scatteringregion,we expectin this

PSBL [Cowleyet al., 1984].
In practice, some ions undergo many interactions
with the current sheet. However, such ions remain in

the shadedregionsin Figure1, sopanels(c) - (e) implicitly include this possibility. We have also ignored any
Fermi decelerationwithin the backscatterregion. This
would lead to some ions scattering inside the circle of
radius

V* in the FLRF.

To illustrate the effectsof this processwe considera
quantitative example where the observedaveragelobe
field strength(9.2 nT) reducesto the averageplasma
sheetfield (4.0 nT) at the current sheet. We assume

examplean outflow comprising90% of the C-S distribution and 90% of the outflowhalf of the high-energy
distribution.TheseionsprovideP x -• 0.9(6.5+ 20.8/2)
= 15.2 pPa. To maintain overall perpendicularpressure
balance,Brs .• 6.8 nT at this point. In this example,
the inner plasmasheet,or scatteringregion,is thus defined by field strengths4 < Brs < 6.8 nT. The outer
plasmash.eetoccupiesthe regionwhere B•s > 6.8 nT,
out to the furthest extent reachable by ions in the

C-S distributionunder the velocityfilter effect. Beyondthis point, high-energyionswith IV,I > V* form

the deep tail PSBL. We assumethe high-energy ion
n• - 0.3 cm-s, an initial scatteringvia the C-Sprocess distribution has a power-law dependenceon ion ento a limiting pitch angle •,60ø, and that the subse- ergy, f o• E-V(? > 5/2). Taking ? = 3, ions With
quent scatteringprocessreflects10% of outflowparti- IV,I > V* havePx "• 3.5 pPa just outsidethe outer
clescrossingthe inner plasmasheet. The field strength plasma sheet, such that pressurebalance requirements
at the currentsheetimpliesPx•s = 27.3 pPa while imply B = 8.7 nT. Hence, the outer plasma sheetin this
M,-Px - 12.7pPa. At the currentsheet,the multiply- example is associatedwith field strengths6.8 < Brs<
reflected,high-energypopulationsare isotropic,soonly 8.7 nT. Finally, the high-energyions in the velocity dis-

with field
the inflowandC-S distributions
contributeto M,- Px. persedPSBL/separatrixlayer are associated
strengths
8.7
<
BrsrL
<
BL
(=
9.2
nT).
For the assumedn• and •,this condition is satisfiedby

V* - 134kms-• ( thecombined
inflowandC-SdistributionshaveM, - 19.2pPa andPx - 6.5 pPa;thusthe Summary and Discussion
isotropichigh-energypopulationhas P x - 20.8 pPa).
We have suggestedan adaptation to previousmodels
This value is significantlybelow that from cold plasma
of
current sheetaccelerationfollowingreconnectionin
models
[e.g.Cowley,
1984]whereV* - 260kms-•

(the externallobeAlfv•n speed).The bulkfield-aligned the tail. This is basedon secondaryprocessingof some
outflow speedin the ERF is Vr = (V* + V•), where of the heated and acceleratedplasma sheet outflow folthetypicalexternal
lobeflowspeed,
V• -• 100kms-•. lowing backscatter in the inner plasma sheet. These
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ionsundergoFermi accelerationas they bouncebetween
the scatteringsurfaceand the current sheet,thus creating a high-energypopulation within the plasma sheet.
The spatial structure of the fields and plasmapopu-

SHEET

DISTRIBUTIONS

reflectedwithin the inner plasmasheetmay approach
unity. The former caseresultsin V* -• 0, suchthat
the void within the centreof the ring distributionand
the distinctionbetweenthe infiowinglobeand outflowing 'lima-bean' distribution may be indiscernible. In
the latter case,the outflowing'lima-bean'distribution
may becomeindistinguishablyweak in comparisonto
the enhanced
fluxeswithin the energeticring distribution. Either of thesefactorscouldaccountfor reports

lationsresultingfrom the modelis illustratedin Figure
2. The vertical scaleis expandedwith respectto the
horizontal. Reconnection
at a neutral line (NL) creates a hairpin-likefield geometry.Field linesmapping
instantaneously
backto the NL definethe magneticseparatrices(S). Outsideof these,the field hasnot yet re- of near-isotropic distributions near the central current
connected,sotheseregionscontainonly openmagnetic sheet[Hoshinoet al., 2000]. Also,oneor moreof the
flux and coldinflowplasma(c.f. Figurel(a)). Between populationsmay lie belowan instrumentthreshold,or
the separatrices, the main reversal of the reconnected outside an energy range. We do not therefore claim
field occursat the centralcurrentsheet.This is the pri- that all componentsshouldalwaysbe observed.Note
mary site of accelerationand heating of inflow plasma alsothat the presentedexampleis specificto the pain this model. The resultingoutflowplasmajets mainly rameter valuesassumed,althoughwe employedtypical
along the averagefield direction away from the current numbers.However,that analysiscan be employedfor
sheet on both

sides.

any given plasma sheet observation,and details of the
Adjacent to the current sheet, we expect an inner observedand predicteddistributionsdirectlycompared
plasma sheet (Region A in Figure 2) in which a full to verify this model.
shell of energeticions co-existsin velocity spacewith
Acknowledgments. CJO andRTM weresupported
by
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Assistantshiprespectively.
The high-energy ions provide the pressureto support

gestedby Cowleyand $hull [1983](c.f. Figure l(d)).
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